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Résumé / Abstract 
 
L’Internet et l’utilisation qu’on en fait, par exemple le commerce électronique ou plus 
généralement l’établissement de réseaux de communications entre différents intervenants (c.-à-d., 
agents) est devenu indispensable pour plusieurs d’entre nous. Il devient de plus en plus difficile 
d’utiliser adéquatement la vaste quantité de données s’y trouvant. À cette fin, de nombreuses 
initiatives tentent de faire évoluer les systèmes d’information les faisant passer de simples outils 
permettant le traitement lexical des données à des engins complexes comprenant les données et leur 
contexte d’interprétation (p.ex., DAML, Web Services). Dans cet article, nous présentons un cadre 
formel qui modélise les interactions, tout en tenant compte de plusieurs niveaux d’abstraction (p.ex., 
lexical, syntaxique, sémantique, etc.). Nous nous attardons aux concepts fondamentaux de la 
communication, tels que les agents impliqués dans les interactions et leur structure. Nous considérons 
aussi comment ces agents évoluent pour assurer la plus grande compréhension possible des messages 
reçus. Des exemples concrets servent à mieux expliquer comment le cadre peut être utilisé et comment 
il peut être raffiné. 
 
Mots clés : Cadre descriptif des communications inter-entreprise, évolution des 
systèmes d’information, systèmes adaptatifs. 
 
 
The Internet and its manifestations, such as electronic commerce or in general network 
communication between different groups of interest (i.e., agents) have become indispensable for many 
of us. To adequately use the ever increasing amount of data, attempts are being made to extend data 
processing from a merely lexical view towards more complex, but equally important, multi-level view, 
including meaning and/or context (e.g., DAML, Web Services). The goal of this paper is to introduce a 
formal framework, apt to model communications from such a multi-level perspective. Therein, we 
discuss fundamental ideas of communication, such as agents involved and their respective structure. 
We integrate the concept of an agent’s adaptive behaviour in order to assure a high degree of 
understanding. The framework is then illustrated using practical examples where we briefly present its 
usefulness and how it may be further developed. 
  
Keywords: Inter-enterprise communication framework, information system 
evolution, adaptive systems. 
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1 Introduction
Information technology has become the corner stone in today’s society. Businesses, organizations, governments and
individuals rely on IT systems for their prosperous functioning, behavior, and development. These IT systems are
composedofmanydifferentunitsthat interactandworkinconcertto satisfy somegoal. Furthermore,theydonotstand
alonebutinteractwiththeirenvironment,beit otherITsystemsorhumans. Inthecontextofe-businessore-commerce,
examples of such systems include ERP systems or transactional Web sites. Clearly, as far as the interaction between
systems is concerned, the (public) Internet plays a predominant role. However, it must be noted that in many cases,
such as in the banking sector, private networks are often used in place. Communication of information, knowledge
or in general any cognitive structure between different systems and with a system’s environment, which may include
humans, is therefore a central element. In general, such systems are called Communication and Information Systems
(CIS).
Organizations or systems of this kind are set up, designed, and implemented by humans, and are therefore subject
to human rationality. Such a necessarily bounded rationality results in a limited view, which leads to satisﬁcing,a s
it is called by Herbert A. Simon [13], which renders a system and its environment static, making a system to appear
as acting and existing in empty space [11]. Indeed, current IT systems are limited to ﬁxed, pre-deﬁned ontologies
which do not allow for a system’s evolution or adaptation as a result of interaction in a space that may be described
in a holistic way such as Aristotle’s aether. A system is transformed into a new evolved system by the knowledge
transfered by communication from one system to the other, from a system to its environment or vice versa. In the
event of a desired change in a systems behavior and functionnality, the standard procedure today is to replace the
existing system with a new release or a completely new system. A ﬁrst attempt to allow for greater system ﬂexibility
and evolution at a technical level stems from agent technology [9] and to some extent from Web Services where
different (new) onthologies may be dynamically integrated. From an economic point of view, adaptation is necessary
for economic survival and sustained competitiveness [4] and ﬁtness [6].
Interaction through communcation is the driving force for change and evolution. We therefore propose in this
papera communicationframeworkas thebasis foradaptiveorcoevolutivebehaviorofcommunicationandinformation
systems. CIS are deﬁned and characterized at many different abstraction levels, from technical speciﬁcations of data
transmissionordata structuresandmethodsupto the communicationoffacts, knowledgeor thesharingandadaptation
of entire cognitive sturctures. This leads to a recursively deﬁned structure of a system, which we call an agent, and all
possible communications. The next section discusses evolutionary aspects of communication followed by the formal
deﬁnition of the proposed communication framework. Using the proposed framework, section 3 analyzes how agents
may evolve through interaction. Before concluding the paper, we present in Section 4 a ﬁrst attempt of identifying
relevant levels of abstractions of the framework.
1.1 (Co)evolutionary aspects of communication
Communication is any kind of interaction between systems that happens at any conceivable abstraction level. If we
consider human communication, we could decide not to include communication above the human mind–based cogni-
tive level as we are a priori not able to conceive such kind of interaction, albeit it might exist. Nevertheless, in order
for us to set up a completemodel includingall abstractionlevels, we follow a generic approachof recursivenesswithin
1the communicationevent to assure the coverage of all necessary elements to install and maintain high levels of mutual
comprehension. This means that every system as well as every communication level serves as a sublevel embedded
into a higher structure and as a superlevel concerning a related lower structure (Fig. 1). In short, recursiveness may be
applied to the grouping of the involved systems and the grouping of possible communication levels as stated above.
Communication is the relation between two systems. From a system’s perspective, it is perceived as the relations
of that system to its environment, i.e., the rest of the universe. The environment, hence other systems, is by deﬁnition
beyond the direct inﬂuence of the system; it nevertheless inﬂuences the functioning of that system. More precisely,
the environment “...isconsidered as the system of surrounding things, conditions or inﬂuences, affecting somehow
the existence or development of someone, something..., ”[7]hence another system, all part of communication as we
see it.
We further infer that, in a bidirectional manner, a system is not only inﬂuenced by its environment but it also
inﬂuences other systems as a part of their environment. A familiar example may be that of competingcompanies, such
as the “rat race” between Intel and AMD where the latter has to adapt (e.g., by producing more powerful processors)
to the ﬁrst, i.e., its environment and vice versa. To stay “competitive,” a system must optimize ﬁtness, where ﬁtness
is a complex function of the system and its environment, an index of the likelihood that the system would persist and
evolve[4]. Thoseconﬁgurationswiththehighestﬁtness willbeselectedtocontributeatbesttoasystem’ssurvivability,
which by the way doesn’t mean replacement. This ﬁtness function concerning system’s mutual inﬂuence emphasizes
evolution to a changing environment and is called coevolution [6].
Aligning the above considerations to our context, we state that quasi-continuous CIS ought to obey to the same
principles. We base this assumption on the fact that CIS, as they support business processes, have a coordination or
controlling function. They serve to distribute data and information aiming the control of processes, operations, em-
ployees, teams, etc. In order to adequately fulﬁll this function, a control system must mimic or map the organizational
structure for which it is installed [1].
2 A communication framework
In what follows, we propose a formal framework describing interactions between systems, which takes into consid-
eration the recursive nature of both systems and communications, as well as the coevolution principles stated above.
The building blocks of the model are the following:
• agents are systems that may interact with each other. An agent may be hierarchically structured. Note that we
use the term “agent” here in a broad sense, not limited to the agent paradigm. For us, an agent is any system
(computer module, computer program, human, organizations, etc.) that is actively involved in the exchange of
data;
• a communication signal is a single transmission of data from one agent to another agent. This corresponds to a
single message transmitted, without any feedback;
• a communication event is some non-empty arbitrary sequence of communication signals. This corresponds to
an interaction between agents and will therefore imply many communication signals;
• a cognitive structure is a structured representation of data. It is used to describe an agent’s knowledge as well as
the data transmitted in a communication signal.
2.1 The cognitive structure
We ﬁrst must consider how data, stored by agents and transmitted by communication signals, should be structured.
We distinguish here between data, which are mere facts and values, from information which is data that leads to a
reaction. As stated earlier (sect. 1), data is represented at different abstraction levels. Therefore, any representation of
data must consider these different levels. Consequently, we have that:
• Λ is some multidimensional space of abstraction levels on which a partial order is deﬁned;
• λ ∈ Λ is some abstraction level to represent data;
• ˇ λ is the lowest abstraction level recognized by an agent or transmitted by a communication signal;
2• ˆ λ is the highest abstraction level recognized by an agent or transmitted by a communication signal;
• ψλ, called a partial cognitive structure, is some representation of the structure of data at abstraction level λ,
such that ψλ = f(ψ
ˇ λ,...,ψλ−1). It therefore represents the emergent data obtained by combining data at
lower abstraction levels. Furthermore, ∀λ/ ∈ [ˇ λ, ˆ λ],ψλ = ∅; and
• Ψ is a total cognitive structure. Given an agent or a communication signal, we have that Ψ=( ψ
ˇ λ,...,ψ
ˆ λ).
2.2 Agents and the agent hierarchy
We now depict in greater details the agents’ hierarchical structure and thereafter its relation to the cognitive structure.
We distinguishbetweenatomicagents,whicharethesmallestpossibleagentsthatmaybeinvolvedincommunications,
and complex agents, which represent hierarchical groupings of agents. Hence, complex agents represent recursive
structures. Agents may therefore be characterized as follows:
• l ∈ N is some hierarchical level of agent composition;
• A0 is the set of atomic agents; and
• Al = {a|a ∈P(Al−1) ∧ Card(a) ≥ 1} is the set of complex agents at level l>0.
This deﬁnition implies that an agent a ∈ Al is either atomic (l =0 ) or some arbitrary grouping of agents, such
that any member of that group is an agent of level l − 1 (∀a  ∈ a,a ∈ Al ∧ l>0 ∧ a  ∈ Al−1). When the number
of member agents is 1 (Card(a)=1 ), we say that agent a is a virtual group. This is useful, for instance, to represent
merging of organizations with different hierarchical levels.
Given two agents a ∈ Al and a  ∈ Al

, we say that agent a is a member of a , noted a in a , if and only if
a in a  ≡ (a ⊆ a ) ∨ (∃a   ∈ a |a in a  ).
2.2.1 Cognitive structure of agents
Every agent has its own cognitive structure, which emerges from those of its composing agents. Consequently, we
have:
• ψλ
a is the cognitive structure of agent a at level λ;
• ˇ λa is the lowest abstraction level at which agent a is able to manipulate data. It is therefore the lowest level λ a
at which a cognitive structure ψλ
a is available for agent a.F o ra ∈ Al we have that
ˇ λa ≤ min
a∈a








• ˆ λa is the highest abstraction level at which agent a is able to manipulate data. It is therefore the highest level λ a
at which a cognitive structure ψλ
a is available for agent a.F o ra ∈ Al we have that
ˆ λa ≥ max
a∈a














In our framework, a communication signal is formally deﬁned as tuple ω =  a,Ψ ω,a   , where:
• a is the emitting agent with global cognitive structure Ψa and a  is the receiving agent with global cognitive
structure Ψa;
• ψλ
ω is the cognitive structure of the data transmitted by ω at level λ;
3• ˇ λω is the lowest abstraction level of data transmitted by ω;
• ˆ λω is the highest abstraction level of data transmitted by ω;





• ω =  a,Ψω,a  is an implicitly induced loopback signal, which corresponds to the emitting agent being
concious of (i.e., “listening” on) ω.
There is no restriction on the relationship between a and a . For instance, we may have that a = a , in which
case, an agent is communicating with itself. We may also have that a in a  or that a  in a, in which cases an agent is
communicating with a super group or with a subgroup, respectively.
Wedeﬁneδ(ψλ
a,ψλ
ω) ∈ [0,1]asthecognitivedifferencebetweenagentaandcommunicationsignalω atabstraction
level λ, such that:
• δ(ψλ
a,ψλ





ω)=1if and only if ψλ
a ∩ ψλ
ω = ∅∧ψλ
ω  = ∅,
• δ(ψλ
a,ψλ
ω) ∈ ]0,1[ otherwise.
By extension,
∆(Ψa,Ψω)=





Similarly, we deﬁne δ(ψλ
a,ψλ




a)=0if and only if ψλ
a ⊇ ψλ
a, hence δ() is clearly non-commutative,
• δ(ψλ
a,ψλ
a)=1if and only if ψλ
a ∩ ψλ
a = ∅∧ψλ
a  = ∅,
• δ(ψλ
a,ψλ
a) ∈ ]0,1[ otherwise.
By extension,
∆(Ψa,Ψa)=





A communication signal ω can, in principle, be exercised between agents a and a   at any two levels l and l  within
the agent hierarchy (i.e, a ∈ Al and a  ∈ Al

). Nevertheless, the probability that a and a  understand each other
decreases as the distance between l and l  increases, since this may also increase the cognitive difference from a to a 
(i.e., ∆(Ψa,Ψa) increases) or from a  to a (i.e., ∆(Ψa,Ψa) increases). For instance, consider two humans within
the same society and the same educational background, compared to two humans within the same society, compared
to two humans, compared to two creatures from different species, etc. [5].
Communication signal ω =  a,Ψω,a    is perfect when ∆(Ψa,Ψω)=0∧ ∆(Ψa,Ψω)=0 . However interesting
perfect communication signals may seem, totally useless they are. Indeed, this may only occur if no new data, from
both the emitter’s and the receiver’s standpoints, at whichever abstraction level, is transmitted from the emitter to the
receiver. A true meaningful communication signal must imply some change (however inﬁnitesimal it may be) in the
cognitive structure of either the emitter or the receiver, or both. Changes in the emitter’s cognitive structure are not a
direct result of a communication signal itself, but rather of the loopback signal that follows from that communication
signal (ω).
2.4 Communication events
In reality, it seems awkward to consider single communication signals; interactions between agents usually imply a
sequence of communication signals being transmitted between them, minimally to provide feedback on an original
communication signal. Consequently, we introduce the notion of communication events, which represents an ordered
sequence of communication signals. Formally, a communication event Ω is an ordered list of communication signals
  ω1,...,ω i,...,ω j,...ω n  , where ωi occurred before ωj when i<j .
43 Explaining how an agent evolves
We already pointed out that an agent’s evolution is a consequence of its interactions with other agents. A basic
motivation for evolution is what we consider to be an intrinsic feature of agents, namely minimizing the energy they
use to emit/receive a communication signal w =  a,Ψw,a   . Energy is used at two distinct points: by agent a in
constructing the message to emit (Ψw) and by agent a  in interpreting the message received. In the following, we
explain how agents evolve using the above deﬁnitions (Sect. 2).
Let us ﬁrst consider a communication event Ω=  ω1,...,ω n   that involves only two agents, a and a , such that
a is not a member of a  (¬(a in a )) and vice versa (¬(a  in a)). For such a communication event, we have that
∀ωi,i∈ [1,n],ω i =  a,Ψωi,a   ∨ωi =  a ,Ψωi,a .
Agents a and a  aim at minimizing what we call their internal and external coherence. We deﬁne internal coherence
as the adequation between an agent’s cognitive structure and the cognitive structure of messages it emits. An agent a








Similarly, external coherence is the adequation between an agent’s cognitive structure and the cognitive structure
of messages it receives. Hence, maximal external coherence for agent a is acheived by minimizing the cognitive







In this particular context, both agents a and a  can optimize their cognitive structure in order to minimize the
energy deployed. The only factor that may empede that reduction of energy deployment is the nature of these agents,
or more concretely their capacity to modify their cognitive structures.
To illustrate this case, consider the following B2C situation, where an enterprise (agent a) is interacting with a
single consumer (agent a ). In this context, agent a is most likely composed of many agents, acting as a whole rather
than as individuals, which in turn, may be organized in teams. Hence, a ∈ A l,l>0. Similarly, we can easily assume
that a  is an atomic agent (i.e., it is not decomposable), and therefore that a  ∈ A0. In order to complete a sale,
many communication signals ωi may be exchanged between a and a , composing a communication event Ω. The
communication event therefore corresponds to the negotiation occuring between a and a   in order to understand what
the needs of a  are and what a may supply to fulﬁll those needs.
There is coevolution, since at the end of the communication event Ω, a   knows more about products available at
the enterprise a, while a learned about the needs of its single customer. Depending on how the communication event
was concluded, it may in turn bring a to change its sales methods and even its product line. In the framework, this
means that the enterprise conginitive structure (Ψa) will be modiﬁed to take these changes into consideration.
In this limited context, both agents could evolve to the point that only minimal interactions are required since:
• enterprise a knows perfectly what its customer a  buys. In fact, a may adjust its product list to meet all require-
ments of a  to the point that only products required by a  are sold by a,
• customer a  only needs to indicate the quantity to deliver, since a has only a  as client and it already knows the
name, the billing address, the shipping address, and the product characteristics for that unique client.
When an arbitrarynumberof agents are involved,the situation may also be explainedas a maximizationof internal
and external coherence. Consider a communication event Ω=  ω 1,...,ω n   involving an agent a0 interacting with
agents a1,...,a m, such that ¬(aj in ak) with j,k ∈ [0,m] ∧ j  = k. In this case, we have that
∀ωi,i∈ [1,n],ω i =  aj,Ψωi,a k  with j,k ∈ [0,m] ∧ j  = k.
















The optimization of internal and external coherence is more difﬁcult to achieve in this context since agent a 0 must not
only consider its capacity to change but also the impact of change on its energy deployment when interacting with all
the agents in its environment (i.e., agents a1,...,a m). This in turn leads to satisﬁcing.
In order to illustrate this situation, we extend the example presented above. Here, we assume that the selling
enterprise is agent a0. This enterprise will interact with many customers (agents a1,...,a m). Here, the evolution
of the enterprise is constrained by the requirements of all its customers, which may be contradictory, since different
customers may need different products or features. In this case, the enterprise cognitive structure (Ψ a0) is adapted to
consider these different requirements and possible contradictions. However, this adaptation may not occur as fast as
the market requires it.
To keepthese customers, theenterprisemust adjust its productsto fulﬁll as muchof these requirementsas possible,
while minimizing production effort (and hence costs). Furthermore, in addition to the quantity and product ordered,
each customer ai must identify himself to enterprise a0 whenever he orders a product, since many customers interact
with enterprise a0.
4 A preliminary identiﬁcation of abstraction levels
In deﬁning Λ (Sect. 2.1), we stated that it was “some multidimensional space of abstraction levels.” Originally, we
were consideringa one-dimensionalspace, such that we coulddeterminethe orderingofall possible abstractionlevels.
It did not take long before we realized that abstraction levels cannot be structured in such a linear space.
What we offer here is a preliminary identiﬁcation of two of many potential dimensions, and of their respective
abstraction levels. The ﬁrst dimension relates to modeling of data. At the lowest abstraction level, we ﬁnd facts (or
simply data). The next level along that dimension is concerned with models (or metadata). Then follows metamodels
(or meta-metadata), etc.
A second dimension relates to the representation of data. We base this dimension on [2, 8, 12, 14]. At the lowest
level, we have symbols, which are the building blocks of representations. Then, we have the lexical level, which
describes rules for assembling symbols into words. This level is followed by syntactic, then semantics. At this point,
we limit the levels along this dimension to pragmatics (i.e., contextual information).
Clearly, any abstraction level within the modeling dimension may be reﬁned by levels of the representation di-
mension, and vice versa. This simple observation is what lead us to a multidimensional Λ. For instance, a model
(metadata) is represented using symbols (boxes, arrows, letters, etc.) which are connected together to form a diagram
following construction (lexical and syntactic) rules. The diagram may be interpreted by analysts (semantics). And so
on.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a formal communication framework, which may be used to describe and explain these
interactions and relationships, and others as well. We mainly focussed on the identiﬁcation of fundamental concepts
pertaining to interactions among agents, and how these agents evolve as a consequence of these interactions. We feel
however that the real impact of the framework does not lie in its expressiveness, but rather in the way it helps us
reason about communications and evolution. Furthermore, we envision information systems, developed by using the
framework, that may “understand” their environment and adapt to it. For instance, by better understanding the cogni-
tive structure of communication events, we could dynamically determine what minimal data is required in electronic
transactions between two agents, and hence modify dynamically the forms that customers must ﬁll out when ordering
products on a B2C Web site.
Such future development may not be forseen without considering the hurdles that lie ahead:
• How should the abstraction levels space Λ be decomposed to adequatly account for speciﬁc business contexts?
6• How do we create software artefacts that have intrinsic understanding of the cognitive structure received (Ψ ω),
referred to as the “symbol grounding problem” [10]?
• How do we create software artefacts (i.e., agents) that have adaptable cognitive structures (Ψ a)?
• How do we create software artefacts (i.e., agents) that can decide when and how to adapt?
Inthe shortterm, as thenumberofWeb ServicesandthenumberofXMLdialectsgrow,itwill becomeincreasingly
important to understand how interactions between enterprises occur. Clearly, Web Services do not solve anything
unless we have some way to describe what the service is providing, and not only the how. A service name is not
sufﬁcient. The same name may have different meanings in differentcontexts. Furthermore,there must be mechanisms
to simplify the deployment and the use of all these remote services.
The framework presented herein will be used to provide a better understanding of interactions between enter-
prises, not only at the lexical and syntactic levels (format of data exchanged), but also from semantical and pragmatic
perspectives (meaning of data exchanged). As such, it will bring about solutions to the problems enterprises face
when deploying Web Services. In the long term, the framework will also provide a basis for the development of truly
adaptable CIS, which will “understand” their environment [3], and will coevolve with that environment.
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